Bugs & Wish list

Not possible to set a different module than the first one with the MODULE plugin

Status
- Closed

Subject
Not possible to set a different module than the first one with the MODULE plugin

Version
- 18.x
- 19.x

Category
- Error
- Regression

Feature
Wiki Plugin (extends basic syntax)

Modules

Resolution status
Not enough information

Submitted by
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Volunteered to solve
Jonny Bradley

Lastmod by
Philippe Cloutier

Rating
★★★☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆ (0) 🌟

Related-to
- Not possible anymore to set the plugin module on a wiki page using plugin help

Description
The plugin module is broken when setting it using the helper.

In Tiki19 there is more (wrong) verbose but still not working:
https://share.vidyard.com/watch/Wi8wXaFc9kpGfRfWydLyhR
Solution
For 19.x r68010 hopefully addresses this - will backport (somehow) if the fix is ok

Fixed : r70294 in 20.x

Importance
8

Easy to solve?
5

Priority
40

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID
6633

Created
Wednesday 25 April, 2018 13:22:33 GMT-0000

LastModif
Sunday 30 June, 2019 07:27:51 GMT-0000

Comments

Philippe Cloutier 18 Oct 18 14:32 GMT-0000

I cannot reproduce this with trunk r67916.

The issue you report in 19.x was already reported on tikiwiki-devel (see thread "Regression from Tiki 18: Background stays semi-locked (shaded/grey) after closing plugin call edit modal").

Philippe Cloutier 18 Oct 18 14:33 GMT-0000

Bernard, please explain the issue you see in 18.x.

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 22 Oct 18 08:53 GMT-0000

Video talk by themselves and it is the same for both version.
What? Using sentences is usually clearer.

Hi Jonny, helas doesn’t seems fixed.

Last video on what happen on Tiki19 Revision: 68078
I tested 3 times (in the video).

https://share.vidyard.com/watch/Ycm19Ae1uEzMSQjbaERPvB

The original document is available at

 gin
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